Scott MacCallum catches up with a Course Manager and Greenkeeping team who could all do with a long lie down in a darkened room after a year and a bit under the spotlight...

The signature 9th hole on the Hunting Course

Bearing a Hallmark

When England football Captain, Alan Shearer, arrived to replace Slaley Hall’s Course Manager, Steve Cram, on the back nine of the exhibition match to announce the official opening of the new Priestman Course it must have come as something of a relief.

After all, such has been the hectic nature of life at Slaley Hall over the last 14 months, the prospect of a rest instead of having to play the last nine holes would have been quite appealing.

Steve had played the opening nine in the company of former European Number One and Ryder Cup player, Ronan Rafferty, rising European Tour star, David Howell, and Slaley’s Golf Operations Manager, Mark Stener, also a professional, in front of a gallery of press and photographers.

"It was quite an honour for me to be involved and I certainly didn’t expect it," explained Steve, the day after the event.

"I'd grown in the course for the last two years and really thought that my role in the opening was over, so it was a thrill to be called up to play," said...
they're always really boisterous but they were so down. Guys were sitting looking at a paper but not really reading it, staring at the TV but not really watching it.

"The course didn't open for another week but morale was still suffering for about a month after the event. You'd try and put it out of your mind and then you'd meet someone you'd not seen since before it happened and they'd mention it," explained Steve, again reliving the nightmare for the benefit of Greenkeeper International readers.

"Even yesterday, with the opening of the second course, they showed pictures of the washout on TV" Having endured such a horrific experience, through no fault of their own, it would have been fair to expect that this year's event, two weeks later in the calendar, would have gone without a hitch.

Reading about the fairy tale victory of newcomer David Park, in newspapers devoid of any greenkeeping related stories, might have led one to suggest that hitchless it
had been. However, the lack of such stories merely highlighted the success Steve and the team had in recovering from another potential disaster not the fact that one didn't exist.

"After last year the guys were right up for it and wanted to make it a success but all winter we'd been struggling with our 7th green and in the run-up to the Compaq it began to give us real concern," said Steve, of a green which was in shade, drained badly and offered up few pin positions on its three tiers.

"Richard Stillwell visited 12 weeks before the event and said that it was so bad we'd have to relay it."

"I was on the phone to Richard ever, day but the more we did to improve the situation the worse it got. Everything I tried that I had been taught greenkeeping wise, would have the opposite effect."

"Every other green on the course was the best it had ever been except this one and the first thing I'd do when I came into work every morning was go and look at it."

"Two weeks before the event Martin O'Rawe, one of the Tours greenkeepers, arrived and after looking at it was quite confident that it could be turned around."

"We were trying to bring it on with liquid feed because we thought we'd get a quick response but the Tour suggested ammonium sulphate. They were confident that the next day we'd get a response, but there was nothing."

"We relaid it, taking away one of the tiers, always knowing that it was going to be a temporary job."

In the end they had to buy turf which was about 20 mil in height.

"The idea came from Richard again because he said that half the problem with the players is that they see something that looks awful before they even get to it so it's going to be a big problem. If they get up and it looks reasonable they'll think it's not too bad," said Steve, adding that he checked the scores and there didn't appear to have been too many three putts on the green.
## Machinery Inventory

- Two John Deere 3235 lightweight fairway mowers
- Two John Deere 3235 semi rough mowers
- One John Deere F11145 rotary rough cutter
- One John Deere 755 rotary rough mower
- Four John Deere 2853 tees/approach mowers
- One John Deere 2500 greens mower
- Three John Deere 2243 greens mowers (one with vibratory rollers)
- Six John Deere 220 pedestrian mowers
- One John Deere 1200 bunker rake
- Four John Deere diesel gators
- One John Deere aercore RE1500
- One Kawasaki mule
- One Cushman turf truckster with Twose sprayer, Vicon spreader, top dresser
- One Iseki 530 tractor
- One Iseki 537 tractor
- One tractor mounted Hardi sprayer
- One Turfmech multi-trailer
- One Marshall trailer
- Six Flymos
- Six strimmers

---

Since then M.J. Abbotts have arrived to carry out extensive drainage work and the opportunity has been taken to look at the two problem greens, the aforementioned 7th and the 3rd which is very small. "Dave Thomas, who designed the course originally, has come up and re-done the two greens and we've started with the 3rd and will move on to the 7th in a couple of weeks," explained Steve.

Looking back at the problems on the 7th Steve believes it was a combination of cold weather and poor construction which conspired to cause the problems. Indeed Slaley is 1000 feet above sea level and north facing and the temperature is two degrees lower than Hexham which is only a few miles away.

"It was very cold and we had little sunlight and when we relaid the green we didn't go right down into the depth of the green construction. We've dug the green up since and when the gravel bed was supposed to be was all choked up with silt and rubbish and not allowing water through."

---

De Vere Hotels has already invested quite a bit of money in its north east jewel, with £200,000 spent on the new course and around £300,000 worth of John Deere kit. Another quarter of a million is being spent on the drainage work and redoing the two greens.

As part of the Group, Steve finds himself having regular monthly meetings with the other De Vere Course Managers.

"We're currently trying to grade all courses into about four levels so we can look at staffing and budgeting levels. The Belfry, because of the Ryder Cup, is top, and we're on a similar level, but courses which can host or have hosted ladies or senior events or regional events are also given a level."

"It's an exciting time for the man who has been at Slaley all his working life but he will have every right to expect the next 14 months to be slightly less daunting than the last...unless of course, in the spirit of reciprocation, he's called upon to replace Alan Shearer at half time in a World Cup match at Wembley."